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Optically pumped InGaN ÕGaN lasers with wet-etched facets
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Optically pumped laser action is demonstrated in InGaN/GaN double heterostructure lasers with
wet-etched facets. The facets are formed by a two-step etching process which creates vertical facets
with less than 5 nm roughness. The first step, photoenhanced electrochemical wet etching, is used
to define the laser cavities. The second step reduces the facet roughness by crystallographic wet
chemical etching. Lasing is demonstrated by an increase in the differential quantum efficiency,
linewidth narrowing, and strongly polarized output above threshold. The threshold varies with
cavity length from 2.4 MW/cm2 for 500 mm cavities to 23 MW/cm2 for 50 mm cavities. A modal
loss of 15 cm21 is deduced from an analysis of the threshold pumping power as a function of cavity
length. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!00852-4#
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Facets for GaN-based lasers are typically fabricated
cleaving1–5 or dry etching techniques.6–8 Cleaved facets of
InGaN/GaN lasers grown on sapphire substrates h
stepped or striated surfaces,9 although atomically smooth
surfaces are possible for GaN grown on spinel,3 SiC,5 and
GaN substrates.2 Dry etching techniques have been shown
produce facets with a rms roughness as low as 5 nm.6 Pho-
toenhanced electrochemical etching of GaN has also b
reported, but the sidewalls produced using this method
generally too rough to be used as laser facets.10–12 We
present wet-etched GaN-based laser structures with sm
facets: Photoenhanced electrochemical~PEC! wet etching is
used to define the lengths of the laser bars, and the rough
of the PEC-etched facets is greatly reduced by subseq
crystallographic etching. This crystallographic wet chemi
etching technique produces vertical sidewalls with a r
roughness less than 5 nm.13

The InGaN/GaN double-heterostructure lasers were
pared as follows: After an initial 10-mm-thick buffer layer of
GaN was grown onc-plane sapphire by hydride vapor pha
epitaxy, a 0.5mm GaN bottom cladding layer, a 1000
In0.09Ga0.91N:Si active region, and a 2200 Å GaN top cla
ding layer were grown by metalorganic vapor phase epita
The double heterostructure is a single-mode waveguide
an active region confinement factorG50.06, as determined
by slab waveguide calculations.

180-nm-thick Ni masks annealed at 650 °C for 2 min
a N2 ambient were used to define cavities with lengths va
ing from 50 to 500mm. The edges of the masks were align
with the ^112̄0& direction of the GaN, so that the resultin
PEC-etched sidewalls corresponded to the$101̄0% plane for
subsequent crystallographic etching.

The samples were PEC etched in a 0.03 M KOH so
tion at room temperature with a bias voltage. During etchi
the samples were clamped against a nickel bar and imme
along with a gold wire cathode in the aqueous KOH soluti
A direct current power source supplied a 2 V bias between
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anode and cathode. A 200 W Hg vapor lamp with collim
ing optics provided a 1 cm2 beam of ultraviolet illumination,
and a silicon wafer was used as a cold mirror to redu
heating by increasing the ratio of UV to IR illumination.14

Introduction of the cold mirror did not affect the etch ra
significantly, and no etching was observed without UV ill
mination. PEC etching was monitored by periodically bloc
ing the light and observing the change in current density. T
change in current density was approximately 2 mA/cm2 ini-
tially, and this value gradually decreased as the etch p
ceeded. The time required to produce vertical sidewalls
tending down to the sapphire substrate under th
conditions was 4 h.

A typical PEC-etched InGaN/GaN sidewall is shown
Fig. 1~a!. The nickel mask is visible at the top of the imag
the mask was allowed to remain in place throughout

FIG. 1. Smoothing of a vertical sidewall produced by PEC etching of
InGaN/GaN double heterostructure. The 10mm bar applies to all SEM
images.~a! PEC-etched facet.~b!–~d! Facets after crystallographic etchin
in molten KOH at 175 °C for~b! 1, ~c! 3, and~d! 9 min.
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html
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t 
subsequent crystallographic etching. As the image shows
PEC-etched sidewall is extremely rough and has a fibr
texture, although the lower GaN surface has etched a
cleanly from the sapphire substrate. From scanning elec
microscope~SEM! images we estimate a rms roughness
the PEC-etched facets of 200–300 nm.15 Note that there are
some deep holes in the top 1mm of the structure, near th
InGaN layer. These holes formed during PEC etching,
the etching mechanism is not yet fully understood.

The sidewall produced by PEC etching was too rough
be used as a laser facet, since the reflectivity decreases
increasing surface roughness.9 If crystallographic etching of
GaN behaves similarly to that of GaAs,16 then in some sol-
vents the gallium-terminated surface should etch m
slowly than the nitrogen-terminated surface and planes
are mixed, i.e., partially nitrogen and partially gallium term
nated, should have etch rates that fall between the two
tremes. The slower-etching surfaces~0001! and $101̄0% be-
come smooth during etching. This was exploited by etch
in molten KOH to smooth the PEC-etched surface.

The series of SEM images in Figs. 1~b!–1~d! shows the
effect that etching in 175 °C molten KOH has on the sid
wall. The etch rate at this temperature was approxima
0.05 mm/min. The fibrous PEC-etched surface showed c
siderable smoothing after only 1 min of crystallograph
etching, as can be seen in Fig. 1~b!. Further improvement is
observed in Fig. 1~c! after 3 min of crystallographic etching
After 5 min of etching, no further smoothing occurred; t
image shown in Fig. 1~d! after 9 min of etching is very
similar to images taken anywhere in the range of 5–10 m
Note that the density of holes in the top 1mm did not tend to
change during crystallographic etching. Horizontal steps
those across the center of Fig. 1~d! are common feature
produced by crystallographic etching in KOH. These may
due to etch rate anisotropy in the@0001# and @0001̄# direc-
tions. The lateral dimension of the smooth areas before a
occurs is on the order of 10mm.

Before optical pumping, the nickel mask was remov
by wet etching in a 1 HCl:1 HNO3:3 H2O solution for 30
min. A nitrogen laser emitting at 337.1 nm was used to pu
a 200mm wide region of the cavity. This laser provided
pulse width of 800 ps and a maximum power density
98 MW/cm2. Neutral density filters were used to attenua
the pumping power.

Several spectra for a 500mm wet-etched cavity are
shown in Fig. 2. Below the threshold pumping power a bro
band is visible at 3.18 eV~390 nm!. Near the 2.7 MW/cm2

threshold pumping power density a narrow peak appear
3.13 eV~396 nm!. As the pumping power was increased t
peak continued to narrow and also shifted to a slightly low
energy. The decrease in the full width at half maximu
~FWHM! and the increase in the differential quantum e
ciency indicate stimulated emission, but not necessarily la
oscillation. Laser oscillation is verified by an increase in t
ratio of the TE to TM mode intensities. A plot of the pea
emission intensity, FWHM, and TE/TM ratio for a 500mm
cavity is shown in Fig. 3. A sharp decrease in the FWH
from ;100 meV to less than kT, an increase in different
quantum efficiency, and an increase of the TE/TM ratio
cur concurrently at the 2.7 MW/cm2 threshold density. TheDownloaded 23 Feb 2001 to 128.197.178.237. Redistribution subjec
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laser modes could not be resolved due to pulse-to-pulse
plitude noise of the excitation source.

Threshold pumping power densities on the order
MW/cm2 are common for optically pumped III–V nitride
structures.17–19It should also be noted that the power dens
exciting the active region was lower than the incident pow
density due to inefficient diffusive transport through t
2200 Å top cladding layer.

At threshold, the round-trip net gain in the cavity
unity. For a cavity with two identical mirrors, this means th
the increase in intensity gained by one pass through the
tive region is exactly offset by the decrease in intensity up
reflection at one of the facets. That is

FIG. 2. Emission spectra of a 500mm wet-etched laser cavity for severa
different pumping power levels at room temperature. At subthreshold e
tation powers, a broad band appears at 3.18 eV~390 nm!. Above threshold,
a narrow peak emerges at 3.13 eV~396 nm! and shifts to slightly lower
energies as pumping power is increased.

FIG. 3. Peak emission intensity, FWHM, and TE/TM ratio for a 500mm
wet-etched laser cavity over a wide range of pumping power densities.
laser threshold is 2.7 MW/cm2.to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html
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e(g2a)L51/R, ~1!

whereg is the modal gain,a is the modal loss coefficient,L
is the cavity length, andR is the reflectivity of the facet.
Rearranging this equation yields

guat threshold5a2 ln~R!/L. ~2!

This straight-line plot of gain versus inverse cavity length
realized in Fig. 4, with the assumption that the linear g
model holds. The solid squares indicate the threshold pu
ing power densities for PEC-etched facets after crysta
graphic etching. Assuming a reflectivity near the ideal va
of 0.2 for the crystallographically etched facets, which
reasonable for a facet roughness less than 5 nm,9 the modal
loss in the material is;15 cm21, which is a typical value for
this materials system.20

Two points each for 200 and 100mm cavities that were
made by PEC etching without subsequent crystallograp
etching have also been added to Fig. 4~the hollow circles!.
The linear fit for the PEC-etched cavities is constrained
cross they axis at the same point as the line for crystal
graphically etched cavities. This constraint is equivalent
requiring that the threshold be the same for infinitely lo
cavities with different, nonzero facet reflectivities. For
infinitely long cavity, the threshold optical gain is equal
the loss, independent of the reflectivity, as can be infer
from Eq.~2!. A comparison of the two linear fits reveals th
the threshold is lower after crystallographic etching.

We attribute this decrease to an increase in the fa
reflectivity. Comparing the linear fits for the cavities wi
and without crystallographic etching indicates that the pow
reflectivity increases by a factor of 2 as a result of smoo
ing. This estimate is conservative: if the reflectivity of th
crystallographically etched facets were lower than the

FIG. 4. Threshold power density as a function of inverse cavity length
PEC-etched cavities with and without smoothing by crystallographic
etching. The solid and dashed lines are fitted to the points for cavities
and without crystallographic etching, respectively.
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sumed ideal value of 0.2, then the increase in reflectivity a
result of smoothing would be even more dramatic.

In conclusion, we have presented InGaN/GaN las
with wet-etched facets. The facets are fabricated using a t
step etching process. In the first step, the laser cavity len
is defined by PEC etching. The facet roughness resul
from PEC etching is reduced by the second, crystallograp
etching step. Crystallographic etching increases the reflec
ity by at least a factor of 2. The threshold power densities
the wet-etched lasers vary monotonically with the length
the cavities, from 2.4 MW/cm2 for 500 mm cavities to
23 MW/cm2 for 50 mm cavities. A modal loss of 15 cm21 is
deduced from an analysis of the threshold pumping powe
a function of cavity length.
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